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Our Mission: Your success
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Research With global impact
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[image: Two UVM sailing boats tack across the lake.]
[image: An aerial view of the lake and mountains during peak foliage season.]
[image: A man and a woman show off several apple specimens.]

Vermont Your new back yard

 [image: Aerial view of Burlington and the UVM Campus at sunset accented by colorful lights and the lake.]
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The University of Vermont offers a peak academic experience that translates to student success. Explore our offerings.

SelectChoose an option	All majors, minors, and graduate programs 
	Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences 
	Business and Economy 
	Education and Community 
	Environment and Sustainability 
	Food and Agriculture 
	Health and Medicine 
	Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
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[image: Female student takes a close look under a microscope.]
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[image: Group of people wearing eclipse glasses sitting on a blanket outside]
[image: ]Today’s total solar eclipse was the most amazing celestial phenomenon to have seen. ☀️🌑  For three minutes campus descended into a dusky darkness as the moon blocked out the sun’s light. 📸 Josh Defibaugh



[image: Underwater view of a person wearing a scuba mask]
[image: ]Annika Parrish, Turneffe Atoll Sustainability Association intern, dove into the ocean to examine the mooring network placed along the barrier reef in Calabash Caye, Belize as part of marine conservation and sustainability efforts.



[image: Student journalists pose outside a voting location]
[image: ]Students captured democracy in action – interviewing voters and reporting from around Burlington, VT on Town Meeting Day for CCTV/Channel 17. 
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Location
Burlington, VT 05405 [image: ]
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